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Abstract: As there is a growth in population increase, so does the requirement for healthcare services 
and options. This in turn will result in a tremendous number of patients seeking the medical services 
and healthcare centers. The action that immediately gets affected is the appointment scheduling system. 
Multitudinous algorithms have been produced to assist public health professionals examine and 
visualize the complex data used in control of disease spread. This helps to visualize the outbreaks of 
infectious disease using visualization tools which are of ardent use in preventing the epidemics. 
PHISGOCO will be a part of new generation intelligence health care system that will help supplement 
existing public health systems by focusing on infectious disease outbreaks by leveraging of mass data 
collected from diagnosis done in hospitals belonging to the affected areas. The main objective of this 
project is to detect any contagious disease outbreaks in any part of the country and visualize the 
complex data used in control of disease spread. The software has the facility to give unique id for 
doctors, pharmacists and diagnosticians. It includes a search for the nearest pharmacy and lab centers 
and schedules a test in the comfort of the home. User can also view the recipes according to their 
disease. The natural supplements list out the symptoms, causes and remedies for major diseases. 
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Introduction: Data mining is the process of computing to discover various patterns among large set of 
data using methods like machine learning, statistics, etc. The goal of data mining is to extract the 
necessary information and convert them into more understandable format. The persistently increasing 
medical requirements have led to the evolution of multiple healthcare solutions. disease outbreaks 
jeopardize lives, health and economy. The outbreaks become common when travel is frequent and also 
due to changing global ecologies. The major outbreaks such as Ebola and SARS claimed thousands of 
lives. If the diseases are predicted theoretically, health system can be designed to reduce them. But in a 
public healthcare system that is already stretched identifying the emergence of a new disease and 
responding to it becomes slow and inadequate during the early stages. This leads to interruption of 
healthcare services that could damage the structure of the system and its distribution so recognizing the 
importance of surveillance system is a must. The main objective of this project is to early detect any 
contagious disease outbreaks in any part of the state. Multitudinous algorithms help the health 
professionals to examine the data and also provide visualizations of complex data that are used in 
control of disease. The spread of disease and its impact can be visualized using visualization tools which 
are of ardent use in preventing the epidemics. The project includes registration of patients, storing their 
details into the system, and also computerized billing in the pharmacy, and labs. The software has the 
facility to give unique IDs for doctors, pharmacists and diagnosticians. It includes a search for the 
nearest pharmacy and lab centres and schedules a test in the comfort of the home. User can also view 
healthy recipes according to their disease. Orange accomplishes data analytics along with visualization, 
statistical distributions, scatter plots; etc can be used to give more detailed analysis. The data collected 
from the EMMALYD web application and other sources are fed into the Orange data mining tool to 
analyze disease and its pattern which then can be visualized by using Tableau Public to find the 
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epidemic. Sampling allows data science experts, predictive modellers and others data analysts work with 
a manageable amount of data in order to execute analytical models more quickly, with precision. Using 
the samples, the data scientists could view the prevalence of disease and also the severity of the 
outbreak. Finally, we can include the most important visualizations, statistics and information about the 
models in the report with a single click.  
 
Methodology: The system comprises the web application along with orange data mining tool and 
tableau public. The data from the EMMALYD is used to extract valuable patterns in recognizing the 
disease using the orange which is then used for visualizing the outbreak by tableau. The most useful 
advantage is the speed of Tableau. It is capable to examine millions of rows and produces the essential 
output within seconds. This quality comes in very handy when fast business decisions need to be taken.  
 
Application Design: The PHISGOCO project consists of the following 6 modules. The server design is 
the main module of the entire project. All of the main components are loaded in the server side. The 
client-side acts as the medical service application. All of the remaining components are booted up from 
the server side. The Apache tomcat server is used to run as a standalone server. MySQL database is used 
to store all the data of the user and application contents. The admin controls the accounts of the user by 
means of the server tier. The authentication and validation of the user is performed only in the server 
tier. 
 
Data Preprocess Module: Preprocessing is pivotal for achieving an enhanced quality analysis. The 
preprocess widget in the orange has 5 strategies to enhance knowledge quality. This has the options to 
discretize continuous variables, continuize discrete variables, select relevant features, select random 
features, CUR Matrix decomposition, etc can be processed. 
 

 
Fig 1.Preprocessing 

Prediction Module: The dataset is fed into the prediction model. The predictors can be selected. It 
outputs the prediction information along with the predicted probabilities. If predicted class is ticked, 
then the category of the class is displayed and if predicted probability is selected then probability ratio 
are displayed which are predicted by the classifiers.  
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Fig 2: Prediction 

 
Feature Scoring and Ranking: Feature marking is associate assessment of the standard of choices for 
prediction of the dependent variable. Orange provides classes that reason the common feature scores for 
classification and regression. Feature marking methods work on wholly totally 
different feature kinds (Continuous or Discrete) and differing kinds of target variables.  
 

 
Fig  3: Feature Ranking 
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Principal Component Analysis :Principal component analysis computes the PCA linear 
transformation of the input file. It outputs either a remodeled knowledge set with weights of individual 
instances or weights of principal elements. The number of principal elements that are needed in the 
output is chosen. 
 

 
Fig 4.Principal Component 

 
Model Evaluation And Scoring:The various models are evaluated and are analyzed for the 
performance improvement and prediction accuracy of dataset.  
 
Intelligent Data Visualization: In a dataset that contains more attribute it is difficult to scan all the 
pairs to find the useful or essential scatter plots. The Orange executes the intelligent data visualization 
by using find informative projection option in the widget. The main objective of optimization is to find 
the well separated projection in the scatterplot.To implement this find informative projection option is 
selected and start evaluation is pressed by opening the sub window. 
 
Advantages of Tableau Public 
Easy to use:    Tableau Public is straight forward and easy to use with its drag and drop feature. The 
advantage of tableau is that it is straightforward to use. And it does not require any programming 
proficiency. 
 
Dashboard: The dashboard can be created with web documents, images or any other resources making 
it extensively interactive.  
 
Connection to Data: Any kind of data that ranges from spreadsheets to tables and also data from 
Hadoop can be used. Connection can be established to warehouses, database, cubes, etc. 
 
Publishing of Dashboards: The created dashboards can be embedded in any websites by the embed 
code or the link can be inserted which will direct it to the respective visualizations.  
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Conclusion: This application may be used in MEDICAL FIELD for effective monitoring of the 
contagious disease outbreaks and preventive actions taken to stop spreading of the disease through a 
visualization tool, ORANGE.  Further it helps the patients for appointment schedule, pharmacy orders, 
etc. It also helps the data health scientists to classify the parameters for the cause and visualising the 
spread of epidemics in order to control the infectious disease outbreak. 
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